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‘Economic perspectives’
• The value of things (now and in the future) …
for which monetisation is routine (‘market values’ for crops,
healthcare, cleaning buildings, pollution controls, etc.)
+
the value of things that we normally value in other ways (‘non market
values’ for being well, ecological status, etc.)

• Expressing information in a way that will be
considered seriously by funders
– What do they want to know?
– What metrics work?
– How should we talk about uncertainty and opportunity?
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Values in more detail
• Health
– Health care costs
– Productivity
– Utility of good health

• Crops
– ‘Routine’ crop losses
– Food security

• Other receptors (forests, natural ecosystems,
materials…)
– ….
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What should we value?
• Anything that may be positively or adversely affected by
an intervention
• Black carbon and methane benefits for health and environment
• Effects of other co-emitted pollutants
• Effects of other burdens e.g.
• Linked to transport choices (noise, accidents, congestion, active
transport benefits, urban cohesion, energy security)
• Linked to domestic choices (stoves, lighting, etc.: energy efficiency,
educational opportunity, etc.)
• …

• Need to juggle:
• Policy optimisation against multiple objectives
• Potential for adverse outcomes from a restricted assessment
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Paralysis by analysis?
• Should we seek to quantify everything when we want to do
anything?
• No
– It is important to show that the ‘big picture’ has been studied, but
– We can’t quantify everything because we don’t have the data
– Quantifying everything you can think of every time you do anything is
wasteful

• We can use frameworks that are developed at a higher level to
– Identify different types of impact
– Identify whether positive or negative
– Consider whether likely to be important
– Quantify where possible
– Review what has been quantified and what is described
qualitatively
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Accounting framework developed for
CCC (Forster et al) for electricity

•

https://www.theccc.org.uk/publication/fourth-carbon-budget-review/
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Similarly for road transport…
(same source)
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How big are the health damages of PM and
ozone? EU analysis

• Based on analysis informing development of EU’s Clean
Air Policy Package of December 2013 (note that these
are not the final policy scenarios)
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Range of identified health impacts
• Broader range but many effects based on
a limited literature
– Confidence?
– More focus on long term conditions than
previously
• Potentially very much greater impacts on
healthcare systems and on productivity
• Increased resonance with some stakeholders?
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Future values
• Richer planet? Expect growth in valuations
• Present value of future ‘wealth’
– Many good reasons for discounting
– Problem of long term
• Linear vs non-linear discounting

• Sustainability
– Tipping points, unacceptable impacts
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Metrics for attracting finance
• Project design
– Finance vs resource?
– Understanding barriers to implementation
– Metrics that demonstrate resource will be well used

• Metrics that permit comparison across policy
objectives:
– Clean air or clean water or education?
– Action in one place vs another (e.g. difference in
capacity for change)

• Metrics that resonate with funders and other
stakeholders
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Communicating with stakeholders
• Motivating stakeholders
– Giving them something that they understand
• Deaths?
• Critical loads / levels exceedances?

– GBD tells us that air pollution kills millions of
people every year
• Good news or bad news?
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Communication in different ways
• Air pollution kills millions of people every
year
– Bad news
• If you don’t act on the information

– Good news
• We have identified a major burden on public health
• We know what actions to take to reduce the
burden
• We know what will worsen the problem
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Communicating robustness
• We don’t do it well
– IPCC framework
• Useful, but could be more used and better used
• Is use of probability too technical?

– ’Sound science’
• Important but can be pushed so far as to increase uncertainty

– Uncertainties
• Of more interest than
‘certainties’?
• To difficult to quantify?

– Certainties
• Generally not highlighted as
such, but critical
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